It may have been a bitterly cold January, but cast your thoughts forward to the warmer spring and summer months and picture the
scene of a lazy lunch under a vine clad pergola surrounded by plants and foliage. A Perfect Pergola not only provides a fabulous
area to relax, eat and play this summer but also helps to enhance the natural beauty of your garden and increase your living space at
the same time – all at a very attractive price!
The Perfect Pergola concept makes it the only online company in the UK offering customers the UNIQUE opportunity to
customise their own pergola and have it delivered to their door. “I like to think that every customer gets something specific to their
own requirements” explains Adrian Valentine, managing director of Perfect Pergolas“From the type of wood to the finish, as well
as other bespoke options, we offer something very special to each individual customer.” Building your pergola could not be easier
and it is delivered with easy-to-follow assembly instructions.
Creating a space in the garden that offers an ideal framework for climbers and vines is one of the most popular uses of a pergola. As
pergolas do not need any planning permission their practical beauty lies in the way they offer the customer the opportunity to grow a
range of plants while creating a very natural and individual addition to any home and garden.
“I am very pleased to announce that thanks to social media, we have teamed up withGardening Express, and are now able to offer
a service that allows our customers tobuy plants online and purchase the range of special plants that we have carefully selected on
the website which will complement the charm of the pergola and provide further gardening inspiration” says Adrian Valentine.
Perfect Pergolas only use timber from sustainable sources and offer a 10 year guarantee. Ordering is straight forward and can be
accessed via the website.
Prices start from only £299.95 including delivery.
Perfect Pergolas 0844 8004703
info@perfectpergolas.co.uk
www.perfectpergolas.co.uk
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